
GRADE- X

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

CH 1 - REAL NUMBERS

CH 2 -  POLYNOMIALS

The learner 

*Generalises the properties of 

numbers and relations

*Applies LCM and HCF in real life 

contexts

*Proves irrationality of numbers

*Understands geometrical meaning of 

zeroes of polynomials

*Verifies relation between zeroes 

and coefficients

Factorisation using factor tree 

Assignment on proof of irrational

numbers

Zeroes of a polynomial -Geogebra   

 Activity

Discussion on geometrical meaning 

of zeroes

  PPT showing zeroes of 

polynomials and factorisation    Chapterwise Test

Review questions on proof of irrational 

numbers and Fundamental theorem of 

Arithmetic.

Read more on applications of polynomials 

in rel life 

Worksheet of polynomials

MONTH 2

CH 3 - PAIR OF LINEAR 

EQUATIONS IN TWO 

VARIABLES

The learner 

*Establishes the algebraic 

interpretation of solutions by 

comparing the coefficients

*Develops skill in graphical method

*Understands algebaric methods

and applies in real life contexts

Graphical method of checking

 consistancy of a pair of linear equations- 

Lab activity

Algebraic methods of solving linear

equations-problem solving

              PPT

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1

1ioYxP2K16YDb1WQ6_HfJQ5

aRMZGga4B/view?usp=sharing

 Brain storming 

assessment

   MCQ test 

Frame word problems on real life situations 

and solve using any algebraic method

Review questions on equations

 reducible to linear form

MONTH 3

CH6 - TRIANGLES

CH 4 - QUADRATIC 

EQUATIONS

The learner

* Understands difference between 

similar and congruent figures 

*States and proves BPT and 

Pythagoras theorem

*Applies in geometrical problems

*Understands standard form of 

a quadratic equation

*Uses quadratic formula to solve

equations

Verification of Basic Proportionality 

Theorem -Lab activity

Relation between sides and area of 

similar triangles-Lab activity

Nature of roots of quadratic equation

-Geogebra Activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=InGW8n5j_WE

  

   Chapterwise test 

Worksheet on application of BPT and 

Pythagoras theorem

Read about the applications of quadratic 

equations

MONTH 4

CH 5 - ARITHMETIC 

PROGRESSIONS

CH 7 - COORDINATE 

GEOMETRY

The learner

* Identifies Arithmetic progressions

*Derives formula for general term 

and sum of n terms and uses to solve 

problems

*Understands distance formula and 

section formula   

*Determines the point of internal

division of a line

Lab activity - To find the sum of first  ''n'' 

natural numbers

Distance formula verification by 

graphical method -Lab activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=pXfrl8XEV_I&list=PLSh65

2xpu_YHTRL14o3PJlNWJTziL

ER3H&index=3&t=0s Test -Google form

 Aryabhata, a great Indian mathematician-

astronomer, gave the method to express the 

arithmetic series in one of his most famous 

works ‘Aryabhatiya’.-make a report

Worksheet of applications of distance 

formula and section formula
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MONTH 5

CH 13 - SURFACE AREAS 

AND VOLUMES

CH 8 - INTRODUCTION TO 

TRIGONOMETRY

The learner 

 * States and applies the formula for  

LSA,TSA and volume of solids

*Identifies the real life applications 

of combination of solids    

*Understands trigonometric ratios of 

acute angles

*Proves and applies trigonometric

identities                                                                                   

Flash card activity to learn the 

formula of TSA,LSA and volume of 

solids

Grid activity to represent values of  

trigonometric ratios of specific angles

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=k-A_q4g38aA

            Quiz 

Test -Google form

      

Extra Sums and Exemplar 

   

Review questions on surface area of 

combinations of solids

                                                                    

Make charts on trigonometric ratios and 

identities

MONTH  6

CH 9 - APPLICATIONS OF

TRIGONOMETRY

CH 10 - CIRCLES

CH 11 - CONSTRUCTIONS

The learner

*Applies trigonometry in finding 

heights and distances

*Understands and verifies Tangent 

radius theorem and eqaul tangent 

length theorem

* Understands the construction of 

tangents to a circle and division 

of a line segment in  a given ratio

Finding heights and distances -

Geogebra activity

Paper folding activity  to verify length of 

tangents from an external point to a 

circle are equal in length

Construction of tangents and verification

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=W_fV9E10Pc4&list=PLSh6

52xpu_YHTRL14o3PJlNWJTzi

LER3H&index=16&t=0s

https://www.mathopenref.com/c

onsttangents.html

   Chapterwise test Find the height of a building using 

Clinometer-activity

Worksheet on practical problems of 

Trigonometry

Review questions on construction of 

tangents

MONTH 7

CH 12  - AREAS RELATED

TO CIRCLES

CH 14 - STATISTICS

CH 15 - PROBABILITY

The learner

*understands the method of finding 

areas of combinations of 

plane figures using formula

*Determines the mean,mode and 

median of a grouped data and applies 

in real life contexts

*Describes basic terms related to

Probability and finds probability of 

simple experiments 

Area of circle -Geogebra activity

Discussion on role of Statistics in 

analysing data

Card activity to familiarize deck of cards

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=vRq7v8AgGTU&list=PLSh6

52xpu_YHTRL14o3PJlNWJTzi

LER3H&index=20&t=0s

     Quiz

   Chapterwise test

Evaluate statistical reports in the media by 

relating the displays, statistics, processes 

and probabilities used to the claims made.

Find out how probability is used in various 

fields like healthcare insurance, advertising, 

farming and weather

forecasting. Share your findings with the 

class
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